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We study manipulation via pre-arranged matches in the context of centralized twosided matching markets. We show that the solution that is used to match the
hospitals and medical residents in the United States, namely the hospital-optimal
stable rule, is manipulable in this way. Unfortunately this is a general problem:
We show that there is no solution that is both stable and non-manipulable. Journal
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the vulnerability of centralized two-sided matching
markets (Gale and Shapley [1]) to manipulation via pre-arranged matches.
There are two finite and disjoint sets of agents, say medical interns and
hospitals. Each hospital has a capacity which is the maximum number of
interns it can employ. Each intern has a preference relation over the set of
hospitals and being unemployed, and each hospital has a preference relation over the set of groups of interns. An allocation is a matching of interns
and hospitals such that no hospital is assigned more interns than its
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capacity and no intern is assigned more than one hospital. A matching is
stable if (i) no hospital prefers keeping a position vacant rather than filling
it with one of its assignments, (ii) no intern prefers remaining unemployed
to hisher assignment, and (iii) there is no unmatched hospital-intern pair
such that the intern prefers the hospital to hisher assignment and the
hospital prefers the intern either to one of its assignments or to keep a
vacant position (in case it has one). Among the stable matchings, there is
one which is preferred to any stable matching by all the hospitals (Roth
[4]). This matching is called the hospital-optimal stable matching. Not
surprisingly, this matching is the worst stable matching for all the interns.
There is an analogous stable matching that favors the interns and it is
called the intern-optimal stable matching.
The stability criterion has been central to studies concerning two-sided
matching markets. (See Roth and Sotomayor [10] for an extensive
analysis.) Indeed Roth [4] shows that the National Resident Matching
Program (NRMP) has been using the hospital-optimal stable rule (the solution that selects the hospital-optimal stable matching) to match medical
interns and hospitals in United States since 1950. 1 This solution has been
quite successful after years of chaos in the U.S. hospital-intern market. It
is widely agreed that the stability of this solution is the key factor in its
relative success. For example in the United Kingdom several unstable solutions are abandoned due to various problems. (See Roth [7].) One of the
problems that is widely observed in markets where unstable solutions are
adopted is that agents pre-arrange matches before the formal procedure
and thus circumvent it. This is expected in the case of unstable solutions.
However, such behavior is also observed in the U.S. hospital-intern market
and Canadian lawyer markets in spite of the use of stable solutions. Roth
and Xing [11] offer a number of explanations for this phenomenon that
are based on a multi-period model in which there are some uncertainties
about interns' qualifications in early periods. 2 Roth [6] on the other hand
states, ``Unstable matchings give some market participants incentives to
circumvent the formal procedures. Open questions remain concerning...,
and whether there may be environments in which even stable procedures
are prone to unraval.'' Motivated by this question we approach this phenomenon from a manipulation point of view and ask the following questions:
Do the stable solutions that are used in these markets (for example, the
hospital-optimal stable rule) give agents the incentives to pre-arrange their
matches? If the answer is yes, then to what extent can we avoid this
problem via adopting other stable solutions?
1
Strictly speaking a variant of this rule is used to minimize the complications associated
with married couples and positions that are linked. See Roth [8] for a description of this rule.
2
See also Li and Rosen [2] for a similar approach in assignment problems.
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It turns out that the hospital-optimal stable rule is manipulable via
pre-arrangement of matches. Furthermore there is no solution that is both
stable and non-manipulable via pre-arrangement of matches. We next show
that manipulation via pre-arranged matches can happen in two ways: (i)
Type-1 manipulation. A pre-arranged match between a hospital and an
intern who would be assigned to the hospital in the absence of manipulation can strictly benefit the hospital (without hurting the intern.) (ii)
Type-2 manipulation. A pre-arranged match between a hospital and an
intern that it finds strictly worse than any intern who would be assigned to
the hospital in the absence of manipulation, can strictly benefit both the
hospital and the intern.

2. THE MODEL
A (many-to-one) matching problem is a four-tuple (H, I, q, R). The first
two components are sets of hospitals H=[h 1 , ..., h n ] and interns I=
[i 1 , ..., i m ]. We will denote the set of all agents H _ I by N whenever we
can so as to simplify the notation. The third component is a vector of nonnegative natural numbers q=(q h1 , ..., q hn ), where q hi 0 is the capacity of
hospital h i # H. 3 Let q &h be the capacity vector that is obtained from q by
removing q h . The last component R=(R k ) k # N is a list of preference relations of the agents. For all k # N, let P k denote the strict relation, and I k
denote the indifference relation, associated with the preference relation R k .
We assume that, the set of agents, capacities, and preferences are common
knowledge to all agents but not to the central planner.
Each intern i has a strict preference relation R i on 7 H
i =[[h 1 ], ...,
[h n ], <]. Let Ri be the class of all such preference relations. Each hospital
h has a strict preference relation R h on 7 Ih =2 I which is responsive (Roth [5]):
For all JI,
1. for all i # I "J, J _ [i] P h J  [i] P h <;
2. for all i, i $ # I "J, J _ [i] P h J _ [i $]  [i] P h[i $].
Let Rh be the class of all such preferences for hospital h. Let RN =
> i # I Ri_> h # H Rh . Let E(N, q) be the class of matching problems for a
given (N, q) and E be the class of all matching problems. For any R # RN
and T/N, let R &T be the preference profile that is obtained from R by
removing the preferences of the agents in T. If the group T consists of a
3
We allow the case of 0 capacity for a hospital. This is for notational convenience: It
simplifies the definition of manipulation via pre-arranged matches.
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single agent i, then we use R &i instead of R &[i] . For any R # RN and
T/N, let R T be the restriction of the preference profile R to group T.
For a given pair (N, q), a matching + is a mapping from N into 2 N such
that:
1.

| +(i )| 1 and +(i )H

2.

| +(h)| q h and +(h)I

3. +(i )=[h]  i # +(h)

for all i # I;
for all h # H;

for all (h, i ) # H_I.

We denote the set of all matchings for (N, q) by M(N, q)=M(H, I, q) and
the set of all matchings by M. Given a preference relation R h of a hospital
h, initially defined over 7 Ih , we extend it to the set of matchings M(N, q),
in the following natural way: h prefers the matching + to the matching +$
if and only if it prefers +(h) to +$(h). We slightly abuse the notation and
also use R h to denote this extension. We perform the same extension for
each intern i.
The choice of a hospital h from a group of interns JI under the
preference R h and capacity q h is defined as
Chh(R h , q h , J)=[J$J : |J$| q h , J$R h J" for all J"J such that |J"| q h ].
A matching + is blocked by an intern i under (N, R, q) if <P i +(i ). A matching
+ is blocked by a hospital h under (N, R, q) if +(h){Ch h(R h , q h , +(h)).
Note that under responsive preferences this statement is equivalent to the
following: A matching + is blocked by a hospital h # H under (N, R, q) if
there is an intern i # +(h) such that <P h[i]. A matching + is individually
rational under (N, R, q) if it is not blocked by an intern or a hospital under
(N, R, q). An individually rational matching + is blocked by a hospitalintern pair (h, i ) under (N, R, q) if [h] P i +(i ) and +(h){Ch h(R h , q h ,
+(h) _ [i]). A matching + is stable under (N, R, q) if it is not blocked by
an intern, a hospital, or a hospital-intern pair. We denote the set of all
stable matchings for (N, R, q) by S(N, R, q). Roth [4] shows that for any
matching problem (N, R, q) # E, there exists a matching + H(N, R, q) #
S(N, R, q) such that
+ H(N, R, q)(h) R h +(h)

for all h # H, for all + # S(N, R, q).

We refer to this matching as the hospital-optimal stable matching for
(N, R, q). There is an analogous matching + I(N, R, q) which favors the
interns and we refer to it as the intern-optimal stable matching.
A matching rule is a systematic procedure to select a matching for each
matching problem. Formally, a matching rule is a function .: E Ä M such
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that, for all (N, R, q) # E, we have .(N, R, q) # M(N, q). A matching rule is
stable if it always selects a stable matching. An example of a stable matching
rule is the one that selects the hospital-optimal stable matching for each
problem. We denote this rule by + H and refer to it as the hospital-optimal
stable rule. Another example is the rule that selects the intern-optimal
stable matching for each problem. We denote it by + I and refer to it as the
intern-optimal stable rule. To simplify the notation, for any matching rule
. and any agent k we use . k(N, R, q) instead of .(N, R, q)(k).
3. MANIPULATION VIA PRE-ARRANGED MATCHES
A matching rule is manipulable via pre-arranged matches if there is a
hospital and an intern who can both benefit (at least one of them strictly)
by making an arrangement before the formal procedure. Formally, a
matching rule . is manipulable via pre-arranged matches if there is a matching
problem (N, R, q) and a hospital-intern pair (h, i ) such that
[h] R i . i (N, R, q)
and
"[i]
, q &h , q h &1)) R h . h(N, R, q)
([i] _ . h(N"[i], R N
&i

with at least one of the relations holding strictly. 4 Here, note that once the
pre-arrangement is done, the intern does not participate in the formal
procedure anymore while the hospital participates with one less position.
There may be markets where it is illegal or undesirable for agents to match
outside the centralized procedure. In such situations (as long as a stable
matching rule is used) a hospital-intern pair can still pre-arrange a match
as follows: The intern ranks the hospital as its top choice and the hospital
ranks the intern as its top candidate. Our results have direct counterparts
for this case.
3.1. An Impossibility Result
The United Kingdom is divided into several regional hospital-intern
markets. A number of these markets have historically adopted matching
rules which happen to be unstable and most of them were abandoned due
to a number of problems. One of these problems is the pre-arrangement
of matches between the hospitals and interns before the formal procedure.
For example in Newcastle at some point 80 0 of the interns made such
arrangements while an unstable matching rule was in use. Obviously such
4
Postlewaite [3] introduces and studies the concept of C-manipulation that allows prearrangements between several agents in the context of exchange economies.
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a problem is expected in the case of unstable matching rules. 5 What is not
clear is whether stable matching rules are immune to such manipulations.
Indeed pre-arranged matches are observed in U.S. medical markets as well
as the Canadian layer markets in spite of the use of stable matching rules.
(See Roth and Xing [11].) This empirical observation is consistent with
our first result.
Theorem 1. There is no matching rule that is both stable and nonmanipulable via pre-arranged matches. 6
Proof. Let .: E Ä M be stable, H=[h 1 , h 2 ], I=[i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 , i 5 ],
q h1 =q h2 =2, and R # RN be such that
[i 1 , i 2 ] P h1[i 1 , i 3 ] P h1[i 1 , i 4 ] P h1[i 2 , i 3 ]
P h1[i 1 ] P h1[i 2 ] P h1[i 3 ] P h1[i 4 ] P h1 <P h1[i 5 ],
[i 2 , i 3 ] P h2[i 2 , i 5 ] P h2[i 1 , i 3 ] P h2[i 1 , i 4 ]
P h2[i 2 ] P h2[i 3 ] P h2[i 1 ] P h2[i 4 ] P h2[i 5 ] P h2 <,
[h 2 ] P i1[h 1 ] P i1 <,
[h 1 ] P i2[h 2 ] P i2 <,
[h 1 ] P i3[h 2 ] P i3 <,
[h 1 ] P i4[h 2 ] P i4 <,
[h 2 ] P i5[h 1 ] P i5 <,
We have S(N, R, q)=[+ 1 ], where
+1 =

h1

\[i , i ]
2

3

h2
[i 1 , i 4 ]

+

and therefore .(N, R, q)=+ 1 . Now consider an early deal between intern
i 4 and hospital h 1 . Intern i 4 leaves the market and hospital h 1 is left with
5
Postlewaite [3] shows in the context of exchange economies that there is no solution that
is immune to manipulation via pre-arrangements. He proves this result in two steps: In
step 1 he shows that if such a solution exists at all then it should be a selection from the
core correspondence. His proof of this step can be easily adopted to other domains. (Hence
manipulation via pre-arranged matches is expected for unstable matching rules.) In step 2 he
shows that there is no selection from the core correspondence that is immune to manipulation
via pre-arrangements. His proof of this step is domain specific.
6
In a related impossibility theorem, Sonmez [13] shows that there is no matching rule that
is stable and non-manipulable via underrepresentation of capacities. See also Postlewaite [3],
Sertel [12], and Thomson [14, 15] for applications of a similar manipulation notion in the
contexts of exchange economies and public goods economies.
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"[i4 ]
a capacity q h1 &1=1. We have S(N "[i 4 ], R N
, q h1 &1, q h2 )=[+ 2 , + 3 ],
&i4
where

+2 =

h1

\[i ]
1

h2
,
[i 2 , i 3 ]

+

+3 =

h1

\[i ]
2

h2
,
[i 1 , i 3 ]

+

"[i4 ]
and therefore .(N "[i 4 ], R N
, q h1 &1, q h2 ) # [+ 2 , + 3 ]. We have two cases
&i4
to consider:
"[i4 ]
Case 1. .(N "[i 4 ], R N
, q h1 &1, q h2 )=+ 2 .
&i4
For this case we have

[h 1 ] P i4 . i4(N, R, q)
[h2 ]

and
N "[i4 ]
([i 4 ] _ . h1(N "[i 4 ], R &i
, q h1 &1, q h2 ) ) P h1 . h1(N, R, q)
4
[i2 , i3 ]

[i1 ]

and thus intern i 4 and hospital h 1 manipulate the matching rule . via prearranged matches.
"[i4 ]
Case 2. .(N "[i 4 ], R N
, q h1 &1, q h2 )=+ 3 .
&i4
"[i4 ]
Consider the ``reduced'' matching problem (N "[i 4 ], R N
, q h1 &1, q h2 )
&i4
and an early deal between intern i 5 and hospital h 2 . Intern i 5 leaves the
market and hospital h 2 is left with a capacity q h2 &1=1. We have
"[i4 , i5 ]
, q h1 &1, q h2 &1)=[+ 4 ], where
S(N "[i 4 , i 5 ], R N
&[i , i ]
4

5

+4 =

h1

\[i ]
1

h2
[i 2 ]

+

"[i4 , i5 ]
and therefore .(N "[i 4 , i 5 ], R N
, q h1 &1, q h2 &1)=+ 4 . Hence we have
&[i , i ]
4

5

<

N " [i4 ]
[h 2 ] P i5 . i5(N "[i 4 ], R &i
, q h1 &1, q h2 ),
4
N " [i4 , i5 ]
4 , i5 ]

([i 5 ] _ . h2(N"[i 4 , i 5 ], R &[i

[i2 ]

, q h1 &1, q h2 &1) )
N " [i4 ]
, q h1 &1, q h2 ) ,
P h2 . h2(N "[i 4 ], R &i
4
[i1 , i3 ]
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and thus intern i 5 and hospital h 2 manipulate the matching rule . via
pre-arranged matches. This shows that . is manipulable via pre-arranged
matches. K
Recently there was an active debate in the U.S. medical community concerning the replacement of the hospital-optimal stable rule. The American
Medical Student Association urged a change towards the intern-optimal
stable rule. They supported their proposal with the following result.
Theorem (Roth [5]). There is no matching rule that eliminates the
incentives for hospitals to misrepresent their preferences. On the other
hand, truth-telling is a dominant strategy for interns under the internoptimal stable rule.
Based on this result, they argued that the strategic behavior on part of
the interns will be eliminated under the intern-optimal stable rule. As
Theorem 1 shows this is not quite correct: While the intern-optimal stable
rule eliminates the incentives for interns to unilaterally misrepresent their
preferences, an intern can still team up with a hospital to manipulate it.
3.2. Who Can Manipulate ?
We next ask the following question: Which pairs can manipulate a stable
matching rule via pre-arranged matches?
Theorem 2. Let . be a stable matching rule and suppose a hospitalintern pair (h, i ) manipulates it via a pre-arranged match under the matching
problem (N, R, q). Then either (i) the intern i is one of the interns who would
be assigned to hospital h in the absence of the manipulation, or (ii) the intern
i is strictly worse than any intern who would be assigned to hospital h in the
absence of the manipulation.
Proof. Let .: E Ä M be stable and (N, R, q) # E. Suppose the hospitalintern pair (h, i ) manipulates . via pre-arranged matches. That is,
[h] R i . i (N, R, q)
and
"[i]
, q &h , q h &1)) R h . h(N, R, q),
([i] _ . h(N "[i], R N
&i

where at least one of the relations holds strictly. Suppose i Â . h(N, R, q).
Then since the preferences are strict, we have [h] P i . i (N, R, q). We want
to show that
[i $] P h[i]

for all i $ # . h(N, R, q).
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Suppose on the contrary that there is an intern i $ # . h(N, R, q) such that
[i] R h[i $]. Since the preferences are strict this relation holds strictly and
therefore the pair (h, i ) blocks the matching .(N, R, q) under (N, R, q),
contradicting the stability of .. K
That is, if there is a successful manipulation of a stable matching rule .
by a pair (h, i ) via a pre-arranged match under (N, R, q), then there are
two possibilities:
Type-1 manipulation.

i # . h(N, R, q);

Type-2 manipulation.

[i $] P h[i] for all i $ # . h(N, R, q).

It is only the hospital that strictly benefits from a type-1 manipulation.
On the other hand, both sides strictly benefit in type-2 manipulation.
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